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Description Annotated corpora for training, development, and evaluation are
the backbone of human language technology (HLT) research.
Traditional annotation tasks used to create speech recognition
corpora require annotators with sufficient language knowledge to
apply well-defined labels to speech data. These tasks can
include labeling the regions in an audio file that contain speech,
labeling the language(s) of the speaker(s), and transcribing the
words that are spoken. Labels can be applied to an entire file,
the individual speech utterances of the file, or each token in a
speech utterance.

Consequently, many areas of speech recognition research are
hindered by the lack of realistic data with necessary labels
because the required labels are non-traditional and difficult to
define. Examples of non-traditional labels include prosody (e.g.
loudness, rhythm) and emotion (e.g. anger, happiness). The
imprecise variations in these non-traditional labels are the
source of the labeling difficulty, e.g. when speech loudness is
considered, a set of labels could include [very quiet, quiet,
normal, loud, very loud, extremely loud], but defining these
labels and the boundaries between them is challenging.

Organizations that manage traditional annotation rely on
documented guidelines that define the labels and provide
direction for proper annotation with them. These guidelines can
be used to determine qualifications for annotators, train recruited
annotators, and ensure the resulting corpora are accurate and
useful for the intended research. However, when the labels are
not well-defined, it is difficult to write sufficient annotation
guidelines to describe how to label the data, and subsequently
determine annotator qualifications; hence the resulting corpus
will not adequately support the intended research.
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One solution to the non-traditional labeling problem is to create
speech corpora in which speakers are directed to produce
speech with the required labels, often by reading a prepared
script or reciting meaningless phrases. However, the unrealistic
nature of the resulting data is not satisfactory for researchers
trying to solve real problems. Solving real problems requires
speech from real environments, with speakers whose intent is to
convey information to real listeners.

The goal of this project is to design and implement an annotation
process to label speech data with non-traditional, less-defined
labels, both as a standalone task and to incorporate it within an
on-going traditional annotation task, e.g. along with transcription.

Example Approaches:

One possible approach to this project would be to divide it into
three phases:

Phase one could catalog all existing speech corpora
containing non-traditional annotations of any kind and to
evaluate their realism.

Phase two could design a repeatable, language-
independent annotation process that overcomes the
deficiencies and includes the merits identified in the corpora
evaluation of phase one.

Phase three could use the process developed in phase two
to annotate an existing speech corpus (to be defined by the
IC adviser) with a non-traditional label.

A straightforward example process is to annotate the presence of
a speech characteristic in each speech utterance, i.e. for each
utterance, the annotator must answer the question “Does this
utterance sound sarcastic?” This process could be combined
with a transcription task, or as a follow-on to the transcription
task.  Transcriptions could also be first annotated without the
voice data, then paired with the voice data in a second round.

An example combining both human and technical solutions is to
ask an annotator to compare segments against one another and
label which is more like a predefined characteristic, e.g. “Which
segment is louder?” Results from the comparison can then be
ordered and labeled based on mathematical analysis.
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